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These story challenges are epic battles created by GtG forum 
member “phantaskippy” to interest and challenge your gaming group.  
each fight has a rules tweak which adds flavor and challenge to the 
encounter.  for the ultimate challenge, of course, fight the villain 
using their advanced rules. 

Baron Blade / tomb of anubis 

Story:  Having failed to crash the Moon into the Earth, 
Baron Blade has altered his device to enable him to 
destroy the Earth by pulling the realm of the dead into 
the realm of the living.  To do this, he travels to the 
tomb of Anubis and makes his preparations.  the Heroes 

must enter the tomb and fight their way through its 
dangers to stop the Baron. 

Special Rules:  When Baron Blade would be dealt 
damage by an Environment card, redirect that damage 
to the Hero Target with the highest HP. 

Citizen Dawn / realm of discord 

Story:  Citizen Dawn is trying to gain control of the 
reality-shaping energies found in the Realm of 
Discord.  The heroes must stop her and drive her from 
the realm before she succeeds and becomes infinitely 
powerful. 

Special Rules:  Distortion cards are indestructible to 
non-environment card effects. 
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Grand Warlord Voss / silver gulch 

Story:  Grand Warlord Voss has traveled back in time 
to conquer the Earth when its technological level 
poses little threat to his armies.  Voss has found 
unexpected allies in the criminals of the day, those 
willing to betray their country for promises of power 

in the new order.  when The heroes arrive to stop voss, 
they find themselves in a shoot-out against both 
Cowboys and Aliens. 

Special Rules:  All minions gain the additional keyword 
“Gunmen”, which allows them to benefit from the damage 

reduction effect of the environment’s “cover” cards. 

Omnitron / the block 

Story:  F.I.L.T.E.R. has attempted to improve security at 
the block by putting an aggressive Artificial 
Intelligence program in charge of containing the 
worst of the prisoners.  When they accidentally allow 
too much of Omnitron’s repurposed programming into 
the system, the homicidal robot takes over the prison, 
and F.I.L.T.E.R. looks to outside help to regain control.	   

Special Rules:  All Guards gain the additional keyword 
“Device”, and all Devices gain the additional keyword 
“Guard”. 

The Chairman / wagner mars base 

Story:  After his initial defeat and Exposure as the head 
of The Organization, the Chairman fled - not just Rook 
City or the Country, but the entire planet.  Now 
operating from Wagner Mars base, the chairman 
continues his experiments and maintains control over 

his network of crime.  Extracting him from the Mars 
Base will not be easy, as he has taken precautions… 

Special Rules:  Environment cards are indestructible, 
except to their own effects.  Whenever an Environment 
card is destroyed, move an Underboss from the trash 

into the Villain deck and shuffle the villain deck. 
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The Matriarch / time cataclysm 

Story:  As the events of the Shattered Timelines come to 
a close, Meredith Stinson discovers her cousin Lillian 
has vanished, sucked into one of the Time 
Portals.  gathering a team to investigate, they discover 
that lillian is trapped in the heart of the Timeline 

Chaos.  attempting a rescue, the heroes find Lillian has 
been both empowered and driven mad as her Mask 
absorbs the chaotic energies of the Cataclysm. 

Special Rules:  At the start of the Villain Turn, The 
Matriarch regains X hp, where X = the number of 

Environment cards in play. 

Plague Rat / pike industrial complex 

Story:  Plague Rat has been found hiding in the Pike 
Industrial Complex.  The Chemicals there are making him 
stronger and he’s made some new friends. 

Special Rules:  put plague rat’s “Sewer Fiend” in play at 
the start of the game. “Sewer Fiend” is 
indestructible.   Plague Rat gains the additional 
keyword “Rat”.  Rats gain all static effects that Plague 
Rat gains.  for example, plague rat’s “bestial vitality” 
reduces damage dealt to plague rat by 1. when that 
card is in play, reduce damage to rats by 1 as well. 

 

 

unfortunately, too many of Spite’s cards destroy environment cards 
for him to have much in the way of fun interactions with the 
environment.  so instead of an awesome challenge, spite gets to 
stand in the corner until he is sorry. 
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Akash'bhuta / final wasteland 

Story:  mankind has proven to be the most frustrating 
of parasites, but nature is nothing if not patient.  
Akash’bhuta has bided her time, working in secret to 
create the conditions by which humanity would 
eventually be eliminated for good.  after untold ages, 

the earth has succumbed to chaos, with humans gone 
and mutated creatures roaming freely.  just a single 
bastion of humanity remains in the form of con’s 
bunker, from which the time travelling cowboy chrono-
ranger works to undo akash’bhuta’s work.  this, she 
cannot allow. 

Special Rules:  the environment card “Con's Bunker” begins the game 
in play and is indestructible.  “Final Wasteland” does not remove 
Akash'bhuta’s limbs from play. 

Apostate / ruins of atlantis 

Story:  Apostate learns of Atlantis' discovery, and as 
an ancient being himself, he knows very well the 
immeasurable power that lies beneath the depths, locked 
away so long ago.  before scientific explorers can 
reveal atlantis’ secrets, Apostate enters the sunken city 

and must be stopped before he is able to fully utilize 
the power that lies therein. 

Special Rules:  All Environment targets gain the 
additional keyword “Relic” and may only target Hero 
targets.  When an Environment card would play a villain 

card, that effect cannot be prevented by any card effect. 
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The Ennead / rook city 

Story:  The defeat of the Chairman left a power vacuum 
in Rook City.  Corrupt citizens and unemployed thugs 
nearly destroyed the city until a new gang stepped in, 
a group of Criminals with the numbers and power to 
crush any opposition.   Rook City has a new ruler now, 

and they will not be easy to defeat.	   

Special Rules:  The first time each turn, if the 
environment would deal damage to any member of the 
Ennead, either prevent all damage to the Ennead by 
environment targets for that turn, or discard the top 

card of the Villain deck. 

Gloomweaver / insula primalis 

Story:  Insula Primalis is a special place, with power to 
call forth and preserve life in ways science can’t 
always explain.  the dark god Gloomweaver seeks to 
manipulate that power to allow him to finally manifest in 

our world. 

special Rules:  Whenever a villain card is destroyed by 
an Envronment card, play the top card of the Villain 
deck. 


